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COUNCIL CHAMBER
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This Meeting is for Committee Members only
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This recording will not be broadcast on the Authority’s internet as it will only be used
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To: Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Environmental Wellbeing
Communities protect, enhance and promote our environment and countryside

1.0

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.1

We have set Wellbeing Objectives for Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council, and
how we intend to achieve these objectives is set out in our plan ‘Focus on the Future:
Wellbeing in our Community’. The focus of this Wellbeing Objective is the work we
do with our communities to protect, enhance and promote the environment and
countryside.

1.2

The Council is committed to providing excellent services by delivering key strategies
and collaborating with a range of partners through joint working. In addition there
are key projects that the Council will undertake to deliver this objective and
contribute to the national wellbeing goals.

1.3

There are eight key delivery projects:








Waste depot redevelopment incorporating furniture reuse facility;
In-house management of HWRC;
Green Flag status for Thomas Town Park;
Abercanaid School insulation;
Cyfarthfa High School lighting replacement;
Cefn Cemetery extension; and
Cyfarthfa Lake walls remedial works.

1.4

This report establishes the current position for the Environmental Wellbeing theme
based on a set of key performance indicators and targets for improvement.

2.0

RECOMMENDATION(S)

2.1

The content of this report to be discussed and noted.
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3.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The Council is committed to delivering excellent services. It will do this by delivering
its key strategies and through joint working with a range of partners. The key
strategies that focus on delivering excellent services via ‘business as usual’ and key
projects are:






Collaborative Change Programme (Technical Report) - Not Published1
Corporate Asset Management Plan
Carbon Management Plan – Not Published1
Open Space Strategy
Local Development Plan2

3.2

The Council’s contribution to achieving the seven wellbeing goals is outlined in our
plan [Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our Community]. On the 4th of April 2018,
Full Council approved a refocused version of the Plan. Details of the main changes
to the plan are detailed in Appendix 1.

3.3

The purpose of this report is to coordinate the performance and project information
for the wellbeing objective People, proud of the area’s outstanding landscape,
regularly spend time outdoors in good quality, accessible greenspace. Communities
help improve their local areas, learning new skills, building strong social bonds and
helping wildlife flourish.

3.4

Legislative Context
The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 specifies that we must work
to improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural wellbeing of Wales by
maximising our contribution to the seven Wellbeing Goals.








3.5

A prosperous Wales
A resilient Wales
A healthier Wales
A more equal Wales
A Wales of cohesive communities
A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
A globally responsible Wales

We must do this in accordance with the sustainable development principle, which
means that we act in a manner that seeks to ensure the needs of the present are met
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
There are five ways of working that we need to do adopt in order to show that we
have applied the sustainable development principle. The five ways of working are:




Long Term
Preventative
Involvement

1

This document has been approved but is not in the public domain
The public consultation on the Deposit version of the LDP finished in September 2018. The plan is
scheduled for public examination early 2019.
2
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Collaboration
Integrated

3.6

3

4.0

WHERE WE WERE

4.1

In Year 1 of Focus on the Future, Environmental Wellbeing had two separate
wellbeing objectives. A combination of performance data and project delivery
information was used to provide an end of year judgement for each wellbeing
objective.

The Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014 specifies that we must seek to
improve the wellbeing of people who need care and support, carers who need
support and for transforming social services in Wales. The focus of this Act is on
what matters to the person and how they can use their own strengths and resources
to do those things, which is determined by an assessment that involves the person
and the professional(s).

Wellbeing objective

Judgement

Communities protect, enhance and promote our natural environment
and countryside

Good

Communities protect, develop and promote our heritage and cultural
assets

Adequate

5.0

WHERE WE ARE NOW

5.1

Following the presentation of a ‘Lessons Learned’ report looking back on the first
year of delivery against the Plan, the findings identified three broad themes to deliver
the necessary improvements:




Streamline the scrutiny process
Data quality
Clearer reporting and information sharing

5.2.

In response to these findings, Focus on the Future has been refocused to improve
integration in order to deliver better outcomes and improve accountability. The
refocused plan has a reduced number of objectives, down from nine to four, which sit
under the four wellbeing themes.

5.3

To positively prepare for this change, an Environmental Wellbeing workshop was
held on 28th February 2018 to review the requirements of the change and
collaboratively plan a response for the refocussed Objective. As part of this
workshop, the wording of the refocused objective was amended to ‘Communities
protect, enhance and promote our environment and countryside’. We now make
reference to the ‘environment’; this includes both the urban and natural environment,
and not just the natural environment that has been stated previously.

3

Read the essential guide to the Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014
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5.4

Following group consideration of the key response components required to meet the
objective, it was agreed that the four original components remained, which are:





Minimise environmental damage through prevention of pollution;
Maximise efficient use of materials and resources by means of the waste
hierarchy;
Developing good quality, biodiverse and connected green infrastructure and
open spaces; and
Promoting and supporting the use of renewable and low carbon energy.

6.0

Our contribution

6.1

In Focus on the Future we have outlined the service area priorities that will focus on
to achieve this objective:











Waste Services;

Increase Recycling

Reduce Landfill
Tackling Fly-tipping;
Improving Street Cleansing;
Air Quality Management;
Carbon Management;
Local development Plan;
Biodiversity;
Implementing of Open Space Strategy;
Merthyr Tydfil Recovery Plan; and
Maintenance of Parks and Green Spaces.

We have also identified the key projects to deliver this objective:







6.2

Waste depot redevelopment incorporating furniture reuse facility;
In-house management of HWRC;
Green Flag status for Thomas Town Park;
Abercanaid School insulation;
Cyfarthfa High School lighting replacement;
Cefn Cemetery extension; and
Cyfarthfa Lake walls remedial works.

Key measure of performance
Each Chief Officer has developed a strategy on a page (SOAP) to show how they
will measure their contribution to the Councils shared vision (see Appendix 2 and 3).
The following table identifies the key performance indicators and targets that we will
use to judge progress in achieving the wellbeing objective.

Key Performance Indicators
Reduce the level of NO2 to below the
National Air Quality Standard annual
3
mean of 40 μg/m . (Twynyrodyn Air
Quality Management Area)

2016/17
MT

2017/18
MT

WA
2017/18

36.0 –
48.5

In Progress

N/A
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2018/19
(Latest
available)
Levels within
expected
range for
period

2018/19
Target
36.0 –
48.5

Percentage of fly-tipping incidents
cleared in 5 days*
Average number of working days
taken to clear fly-tipping incidents
The percentage of highways
inspected of a high or acceptable
standard of cleanliness
Percentage of waste reused,
recycled or composted
Percentage of municipal waste
collected by local authorities sent to
landfill **
Kilograms of residual waste
generated per person
Number of Priority Open Spaces
(out of 23 Priority Open Spaces) that
meet or exceed the quality standard:
Healthy, Safe and Secure.
Total carbon dioxide emissions from
energy consumed by local authority
buildings

100

100

st

st

(Rank 1 )

(Rank 1 )

N/A

1.43

N/A

97.01

97.2

(Rank 7 )

(Rank 7 )

th

65.09

th

(Rank 11 )

3.66

th

62.74

th

(Rank 13 )

th

1.93

95.08

th

95.8
62.67

1.72

5

N/A

100

59.97

Nat: 58
LA: 64

11.00

(Rank 9 )

(Rank 9 )

204.34

188

184

7

6

Reviewed
Annually
(March)

Annual data due March
2019

10

15,808

11,758

20,085

4,560

11,406

52.01

183

*This measure has been replaced in 2018/19 by ‘Average number of working days taken to clear fly-tipping
incidents’
**This measure has been replaced in 2018/19 by ‘Kilograms of residual waste generated per person’

.
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Delivery Projects
These projects represent key service developments that underpin improved service delivery and changes that support the delivery of our
Environmental Wellbeing Objective. The following table identifies the progress made since the last reporting period of the Change and
Wellbeing Board in October and the targets for the next steps.
Key

Successful delivery of the project/programme appears to be unachievable. There
are major issues on project/programme definition, schedule, budget required
quality or benefits delivery, which at this stage does not appear to be
manageable or resolvable. The Project/Programme may need re-baselining
and/or overall viability re-assessed

Successful delivery of the project/programme to time, cost
and quality appears highly likely and there are no major
outstanding issues that at this stage appear to threaten
delivery significantly

Successful delivery appears feasible but significant issues already exists
requiring management attention. These appear resolvable at this stage and if
addressed promptly, should not present a cost/schedule overrun

Project 100% complete and savings accrued
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Project
Waste depot redevelopment
incorporating furniture reuse
facility

Status

Progress

Next Steps

Projected
End Date

Waste Depot Redevelopment
 The project is continuing to progress and
is running to schedule. The project end
date is still January 2019 following the
requirement for the fire risk assessment
to be undertaken before applying for the
licence.
 Grant has been received by Welsh
Government which has paid for new
machinery for the new site. This negates
the need to organise the transfer of
current equipment from the old site to unit
20 which will now be sold.
 Engineering works are due to be
complete in December.
Furniture Re-Use Shop
 An initial scoping meeting has been held
and a business case is currently in
development.
 Phase 1 is complete – some bulky items

Waste Depot Redevelopment
 Continue to implement project as per
implementation plan.
 Surrender leases on the Units and
chase up anything outstanding i.e
electric fence, cameras.

Not noted

Furniture Re-Use Shop



Collect information for the business
case.
Finalise scope and assess options.



have been taken to Unit 5 instead of
being taken to the civic amenity sites.
It was initially envisaged that the re-use
shop would be implemented when Waste
move to Unit 20 but there have been
delays therefore the timescales for the
business case have been moved back to
2019.
The project is complete and the site is
running well.



Green Flag status for Thomas
Town Park



Project is in early stages.



Meetings taken place to discuss the
action plan to support the Green Flag
Application.
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In-house management of HWRC








Visit by Green Flag organisation to
assess shortfalls taken place

Abercanaid School insulation



Cyfarthfa High School lighting
replacement



Cefn Cemetery extension



Work 95% completed with minor works to 
complete. 8 classrooms/spaces had
larger radiators installed which will supply
twice as much heat as previous. Extra
insulation added in areas identified by
thermographic survey. Will need to wait
for a prolonged cold period so that
thermographic survey can be repeated.
Lighting installation completed by 14th

September. Early indications are
showing a significant reduction in
electricity use between September 17 and
September 18
Planning, designs complete. Awaiting

Welsh Government funding confirmation
prior to tendering.

A lessons learnt log will be completed to
identify any areas of concern and any
considerations for future projects.
Close project.
Continue to progress with project and
application.

Not noted

Application
planned for
January 2020

Address shortfalls highlighted by Green
Flag Organisation

Monitor temperatures in classrooms and
repeat thermographic survey in rooms
where insulation was improved.

March 2019

Continue to monitor savings and use
evidence as a case study on what can
be achieved when funding is made
available.

March 2019

Continue to progress with project plan.
Chase up funding from Welsh
Government. Work with Procurement

No scheduled
end date until
confirmation of
funding from

department to ensure compliance.
Cyfarthfa Lake walls remedial
works.



Works are due to start on-site in January
2019, and should take between 10-12
weeks, depending on weather conditions.



Three methods of repair have been
identified
 Repointing the masonry wall
 Fixing corrosion resistant steel mesh
to the upstream face of the dam wall
 Excavate and refill with clay material



Eels have been placed in the lake to feed
on the smaller crayfish.



Appoint a contractor in December 2018

Welsh
Government
31st March
2019
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7.0

WHERE WE WANT TO BE

7.1

By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:







The air quality on Twynyrodyn Road improves;
The local authority's CO2 emissions reduce by 3% from its buildings (per annum);
Reported fly-tipping incidents on Council land are cleared within five days;
The cleanliness of our streets improve;
Our recycling rates improve and we landfill less waste; and
Number of Priority Open Spaces (out of 23 Priority Open Spaces) that meet or
exceed the quality standard: Healthy, Safe and Secure.

8.0

WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT

8.1

Carbon management plan to be reviewed and taken forward now that an energy
engineer has been recruited. We will be engaging with Re-Fit Cymru to plan and
carry out feasibility studies on energy efficiency projects which can then be carried
forward for funding based on the savings to be made. Welsh Government have
implied that legislation will be introduced in 2019 regarding carbon budgets and
renewable energy targets being set for all Public bodies in Wales. There is
uncertainty at the moment as to what will be included in this but the little information
we have been given to date seems to be the implementation of a similar system to
waste. If you fail to hit the targets given then fines will be issued per tonne of carbon
over the target. More information will be given as soon as we receive it, but we may
need an increase in resources in order to be able to comply. Most authorities are
way ahead of this as they already have to supply most of the information under the
old Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC), where as we were never part of the CRC
and therefore have never had to report our emissions in this way.

CHERYLLEE EVANS
CHIEF OFFICER FOR NEIGHBOURHOOD
SERVICES

COUNCILLOR KEVIN GIBBS
PORTFOLIO MEMBER FOR
NEIGHBOURHOOD SERVICES,
PLANNING AND COUNTRYSIDE

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Title of Document(s)

Document(s)
Date

Document Location

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s
Constitution?
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No

Appendix 1
Amendments following review and refocus of the Council’s Corporate Wellbeing
Plan: Focus on the Future – Wellbeing in our Community
Original Version

Refocused Version

Themes:

Themes:



Best Start to Life



Best Start to Life



Working Life



Working Life



ENVIRONMENTAL WELLBEING



ENVIRONMENTAL WELLBEING



Living Well



Living Well

Wellbeing Objectives:

Wellbeing Objectives:



Children get the best start to life



Children and young people are
equipped with the skills they need to
be successful learners and confident
individuals



Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil:
Developing the workforce of the
future







Children and young people get the
best start to life and are equipped
with the skills they need to be
successful learners and confident
individuals



Developing the environment and
infrastructure for businesses to
flourish

People feel supported to develop the
skills required to meet the needs of
businesses, with a developing, safe
infrastructure making Merthyr Tydfil
an attractive destination



Communities protect, enhance and
promote our natural environment
and countryside

Communities protect, enhance and
promote our environment and
countryside



People are empowered to live
independently within their
communities, where they are safe
and enjoy good physical and mental
health.



Communities protect, develop and
promote our heritage and cultural
assets



Developing safer communities



People have good physical and
mental health



People live independently
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Appendix 2

3
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Appendix 3
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To: Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

DATA PROTECTION PROGRESS REPORT
1.0

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.1

The purpose of this Report is to update the Committee on the Councils progress with
implementing the General Data Protection Regulation that came into force on the 25
May 2018.

2.0

RECOMMENDATION(S)

2.1

That the Scrutiny Committee notes the contents of this Report.

3.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) became effective on the 25 May
2018. The GDPR has brought considerable changes to data protection law in the UK
and across the European Economic Area (EEA) more widely, and includes
significantly greater fines for breaches of up to €20 million. The UK Data Protection
Act 2018 (DPA 2018) has implemented and supplemented the GDPR in the UK. This
Report summarises the Information Governance Team’s programme for compliance
with the GDPR and the DPA 2018 (DP laws).

3.2

An immense volume of personal data continues to proliferate and flow daily around
the Council and between the Council and other external organisations. Examples
concerning our Council have been mapped and are stored within our Register of
Processing Activities which is held within the Information Governance Team. It has
been identified that some of this personal data needs to be accessible beyond the
Council’s limits.
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3.3

Information, including personal data, is a valuable Council asset. Hard facts and
figures are essential to making decisions. Information assets must be used
effectively to meet the Council’s objectives. A failure by the Council to hit the right
balance between risk and opportunity in our use of data could have serious
consequences for us in the future.

3.4

There are many potential ramifications of failure to comply with DP laws, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Prosecution of or regulatory enforcement action against the Council, resulting in
substantial financial penalties of up to €20 million which is approximately £18
million.
Adverse publicity, potentially leading to reputational damage and lost public trust.
Missed opportunities and wasted resources.
Increased scrutiny from data protection authorities whose remits and powers
have increased substantially under the GDPR.
Civil liability or punitive damages for employment-related breaches.
Criminal liability for directors and senior managers resulting in imprisonment and
substantial penalties.
Critical system delays and failures.
Orders issued by the Information Commissioner’s Office in the UK that seriously
impact the Council. Investigative powers include a power to carry out audits, as
well as to require information to be provided, obtain access to premises and stop
data processing.
Business continuity issues.
Becoming embroiled in litigation and its attendant time, effort and expense.

3.5

The aim of the Information Governance Team’s programme for compliance is to
ensure good information handling practice, provide accountability of those
processing personal data and give rights to individuals. For example, identity theft,
stolen credit cards and failure to comply with privacy policies may result in fraud,
theft and deception. Abuse of health data, financial data or children’s data can have
an adverse impact on insurance, credit, jobs or parental control.

3.6

An individual has a fundamental right in the UK and across the EEA to have their
personal data protected and their personal data may only be processed (that is,
obtained, recorded, held, used or disclosed) under certain circumstances. This has a
wide impact on Council’s functions.

3.7

The implementation of the GDPR is an ongoing journey; as with all legislative
changes the key focus of the Information Governance Team is to ensure the Council
continues to be committed to the ever changing landscape of data protection.

4.0

WHERE WE WERE

4.1

Data protection compliance previously sat within a number of departments but was
primarily considered the responsibility of the Freedom of Information Officer who was
located within the Legal Department. Data protection was governed by the Data
Protection Act 1998 and was not seen as a high priority or considered as a corporate
risk until the Article 29 Working Party, which ceased to exist on the 25 May 2018 and
has been replaced by the European Data Protection Board, announced in May 2016
that the GDPR would be coming into effect on the 25 May 2018.
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4.2

The Freedom of Information Officer submitted a report to full Council on 28
September 2016 titled Data Protection Reform - The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) 2016 which detailed the potential areas of reform. The
Information Governance Team was created at the end of November 2016 following
the appointment of the Data Protection Officer and the Data Disclosure and Records
Officer.

4.3

Prior to 25 May 2018 the Information Governance Team’s objective was to develop
the Councils compliance with data protection ensuring that adequate measures were
implemented to achieve GDPR compliance. A fundamental obligation was to create
an environment in which all Council departments that collect, share and use personal
information do so responsibly, securely and fairly.

4.4

The Manager of the Information Commissioner’s Office in Wales briefed the
Council’s Corporate Management Team in February 2018 which discussed the
GDPR and the importance of the Information Governance Team’s role in ensuring
data protection compliance.

4.5

The Information Governance Team focused on improving compliance with DP Laws
by creating a communications strategy which consisted of weekly updates detailing
key points of the main focus areas, issuing a personal information survey which was
used to identify the employees that processed special category data, the results of
the survey enabled the Information Governance Team to develop a training
programme which was rolled out to all relevant staff members. The training
programme ran from March – September 2018 and was provided to members of
staff including all senior officers, head teachers and school staff, Councillors and
voluntary groups.

4.6

The Data Protection Officer submitted a further report to full Council on the 2 May
2018 titled Privacy Standards Policy and Supporting Policies which sought the
approval of a number of GDPR compliant policies. These policies replaced the
previous Data Protection Policy and would act as the foundation for the Council’s
GDPR compliance.

4.7

The commitment set out within the policies, in particular the Privacy Standard’s
Policy; provides a stepping stone for ensuring effective Regulation compliance
across the Council. They also provided a means to ensure we can make the best
use of our information and to provide a solid foundation to enable us to be open and
transparent about what we do which is one of the main concepts of the GDPR.

5.0

WHERE WE ARE NOW

5.1

In addition to the GDPR training sessions that were delivered by the Data Protection
Officer the Information Governance Team also launched 9 GDPR specific training
modules within Bobs Business training platform. The GDPR training modules helps
demonstrate important changes and highlight some of the new additions to the DP
laws. The modules include:





Why is the GDPR so important
Key Definitions
Key Changes Concepts & Data Processing Conditions
Key Principles
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Privacy Impact Assessments & Security Measures
Data Subjects additional rights and consent
Data Protection Officer
Fair Processing
Data Breaches and non-compliance

5.2

The Information Governance Team has developed its programme for compliance in
order to ensure that we are compliant with the DP laws. The introduction of the
numerous policies and the effective communication strategy has given rise to a
positive increase in staff awareness.

5.3

Since the implementation of the Data Protection Breach Policy the Information
Governance Team has seen a significant increase in the number of data protection
incidents that have being reported as detailed in the pie chart below. It is important to
remember that the figures for 2016 and 2017 are complete calendar years whereas
the data for this calendar year is not yet complete as such is not a true reflection of
the figures for 2018:

5.4

In order to comply with the GDPR each incident must be investigated and if the
incident results in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of the individuals it must be
reported to the Information Commissioner’s Office within 72 hours of first becoming
aware of the incident. This increase has placed substantial pressure on the
Information Governance Team as this significant increase was not anticipated.

5.5

The DP laws created new and strengthened the existing criminal penalties for
individuals breaching data protection. Unfortunately since the 25 May the Information
Governance Team has also seen an increase in investigating the number of criminal
cases for breaching the DP Laws which have been included within the figures above.

5.6

The DP laws have given rise to a change in a number of the individual rights, the
right to request your personal information, known as a subject access request, has
changed considerably. The fundamental changes are the removal of the £10 fee and
the decreased time limit for response. These changes have meant that the
Information Governance Team has seen an increase in the number of requests we
have dealt with as demonstrated in the pie chart below.
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It is again important to remember that the figures for 2016 and 2017 are complete
calendar years whereas the data for this calendar year is not yet complete as such is
not a true reflection of the figures for 2018:
5.7

The right to be informed has also given rise to the number of privacy notices
required. Each new project that is developed which uses personal information should
have a privacy notice which details exactly how the Council is using the personal
data and our lawful reason for doing so. The Data Protection Officer has been
drafting these privacy notices on behalf of Council departments and The Information
Governance Team’s clients. Once a privacy notice has been translated into Welsh it
is placed on our website for public inspection. Each privacy notice is unique and is a
robust document which can be a number of pages in length. As such there are
sometimes delays with translation, and therefore publishing as we do not wish for the
Council to fall foul of our Welsh language obligations.

5.8

A principle concept of the DP law is to demonstrate compliance with the GDPR. This
has meant that each service area must be aware of the reasons why they are using
personal data and also what their legal justification is. This has caused a number of
departments concern as their previous lawful reason was not compatible with the
GDPR. This has meant that the Information Governance Team has been working
closely with each service area to ensure that their processing activities are compliant
and that they have the relevant documentation in place to demonstrate
accountability.

5.9

All agreements relating to the processing of personal data have been updated and
we are currently negotiating provisions with a number of data processors for internal
department and external clients which the Data Protection Officer advises.

5.10

Following on from point 3.2 above as part of our GDPR compliance we were
required to create a Register of Processing Activities (ROPA). A ROPA is a database
which details how information flows through the Council and our legal justifications
for processing the personal information. In order to develop the Council’s ROPA the
Information Governance Team identified key personel from each service area to be
ROPA champions. These champions worked alongside each service area to set out
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what they do, how they use, whether they share and how the store personal data.
The ROPA is maintained by the Information Governance Team, when we are notified
of a new processing activity it is reflected in our ROPA.
5.11

The Council also has a mandatory requirement to conduct a Data Protection Impact
Assessment for certiain types of processing activities. These will include any
processing which results in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals, such
as surveillance or when we are using technology to process a persons personal
data. Departments, under the supervision of the Data Protection Officer are
conducting such assessments for new projects and existing projects that are
considered high risk. the Information Governance Team keeps a record of these
assessments within our GDPR compliance system.

5.12

The Information Governance Team has successfully completed the GDPR
practitioner training qualification. As such the Council now has there qualified
practitioners and 3 training practitioners. This again demonstrates our commitment to
GDPR compliance and helps demonstrate accountability.

6.0

WHERE WE WANT TO BE

6.1

The GDPR is still very new, it has had a global impact on data protection specifically
relating to the way organisations process personal data. The guidance issued by the
Information Commissioner details how we must comply; we are still awaiting
guidance for some aspects of compliance which will be implemented on an ongoing
basis. The DP laws have not yet been tested within the legal arena, in neither the
Information Tribunal nor the Court arena; as such the way in which we are required
to implement the DP law is subject to change. The Information Governance Team
will strive to ensure that the Council remains compliant.

7.0

THE FUTURE OF DATA PROTECTION

7.1

In the UK, the GDPR was automatically incorporated into domestic law via the
European Communities Act 1972 (ECA 1972). From 29 March 2019, the UK is
expected to leave the EU (Brexit day), the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018
will repeal the ECA 1972 and simultaneously transpose the GDPR onto the statute
book, making it domestic legislation in the UK. the current Government has said that
repeal of the ECA 1972 will provide the legislature with an opportunity to scrutinise,
amend, repeal or improve any aspect of EU law in the future; it is therefore possible
that aspects of the GDPR could be amended at that point, or indeed any future point.
At the same time, any changes to the GDPR would have to be carefully evaluated by
the Government as it may adversely affect the UK’s prospects of securing a formal
Adequacy Decision from the European Commission for its domestic data protection
law.

7.2

The DPA 2018 largely came into force in the UK on 25 May 2018 (a few provisions
came into force on 23 July 2018). It serves several purposes including that it
replaces the DPA 1998, supplements the GDPR and exercises some of the
derogations in the GDPR which give EU member states discretion to legislate in
certain areas. It extensively cross-refers to the GDPR and therefore the two must, be
read together. It also aims to reassure the European Commission that on leaving the
EU, the UK will provide an adequate data protection regime.
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7.3

There is considerable uncertainty regarding the future relationship between the UK
and the EU in relation to data protection, as in many other areas. Once the UK
leaves the EU and any relevant transition or implementation period has expired, the
UK will become a third country for the purposes of data protection law. This status
has a number of significant practical consequences, in particular for international
data transfers and enforcement of the GDPR.

7.4

The UK’s status as a third country will have important consequences for incoming
data flows from the EU. Under the GDPR, the transfer of personal data from a
controller or processor organisation in an EU member state to a recipient located in a
third country may only take place if specified conditions are met. It is essential that if
we are trading or using the services of a company based abroad that we are making
arrangements to either terminate those agreements or that we are complying with
the specified conditions as per the GDPR.

7.5

The UK has indicated its willingness to start talks with the EU with regard to reaching
an Adequacy Decision. However, the European Commission has not yet indicated a
timetable for this and has stated that the decision on adequacy cannot be taken until
the UK is a third country.

7.6

On Brexit day, the GDPR will be transposed onto the UK statute book, creating two
distinct (albeit initially identical) legal regimes in the UK and the EU. As such our
general processing activities will largely remain unchanged. The Information
Governance Team will continue to keep abreast of any developments and changes
to the landscape of data protection and will update the Council accordingly.

8.0

CONTRIBUTION TO WELLBEING OBJECTIVES

8.1

The implementation of the GDPR has had a significant impact upon how the Council
is able to deliver its services. In order to deliver on any of the Wellbeing Objectives
personal data must be used. The processing of personal data must be compliant
with the DP Laws. As such the Information Governance Team has played a key role
in ensuring other Council departments can achieve their wellbeing objectives by
implementing appropriate procedures to ensure the Council is lawfully collecting,
using and sharing personal data. The Information Governance Team has also been
crucial for ensuring that the Council can demonstrate accountability by having
appropriate evidence that supports the processing of personal data for our
processing activities.

ELLIS COOPER
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE / SENIOR
INFORMATION RISK OWNER

COUNCILLOR ANDREW BARRY
CABINET MEMBER FOR GOVERNANCE
AND CORPORATE SERVICES

BACKGROUND PAPERS
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Agenda Item 7
Civic Centre, Castle Street,
Merthyr Tydfil CF47 8AN
Main Tel: 01685 725000
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SCRUTINY REPORT
Date Written
Report Author
Committee Division
Exempt/Non Exempt
Committee Date

9th November 2018
Scrutiny Section
Scrutiny
Non Exempt
20th November 2018

To: Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Work Programme 2018/19
1.0

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To provide the Scrutiny Committee with its work programme for consideration and to
prepare in advance of the next scrutiny committee meeting.

1.2

To remind Scrutiny Committee members that they need to consider the requirements
of the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 in all aspects of scrutiny
work.

2.0

RECOMMENDATION(S)

2.1

The Committee considers the attached draft work programme and approves, revises
or amends it as deemed appropriate; and to consider the questions at 3.2 in planning
for the next meeting.

3.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The attached work programme identifies the topics and issues under consideration
by the Scrutiny Committee and allows an opportunity for additional subjects to be
identified and included on the programme.

3.2

Scrutiny committees are required to prepare and keep under review a programme for
their future work. By reviewing and prioritising issues, members are able to ensure
that the work programme delivers a member-led agenda.

3.3

The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires each Public Service
Board (PSB) and Council to work with their communities to develop local objectives.
Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council (MTCBC) and the Cwm Taf PSB have acted
on this.
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3.4

MTCBC has four local Wellbeing Objectives, each having clear outcomes that will
help the Council to respond to local community needs and contribute to the seven
national wellbeing goals. The four Wellbeing Objectives are:BS Best Start to Life - Children and young people get the best start to life and are
equipped with the skills they need to be successful learners and confident
individuals. The key outcomes (or components) for Best Start to Life are:
 Children live in a nurturing and stimulating home environment
 Children have access to high quality pre-school and school education
 Improve the educational outcomes for all children and young people
 Children and young people have good health and wellbeing
WL Working Life - People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the
needs of businesses, with a developing, safe infrastructure that establishes Merthyr
Tydfil as an attractive destination. The key outcomes (or components) to support the
response to this objective include:
 Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: developing the workforce of the future;
 Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish;
 Communities protect, enhance and promote our heritage and cultural assets;
 Developing safer communities; and
 Supporting and accommodating those most disadvantaged in the housing market.
EW Environmental Wellbeing - Communities protect, enhance and promote our
environment and countryside. The key outcomes (or components) for communities to
protect, enhance and promote our environment and countryside include:
 Minimise environmental damage through prevention of pollution;
 Maximise efficient use of materials and resources by means of the waste
hierarchy;
 Developing good quality, biodiverse and connected green infrastructure and open
spaces; and
 Promoting and supporting the use of renewable and low carbon energy.
LW Living Well - People are empowered to live independently within their
communities, where they are safe and enjoy good physical and mental health. To
ensure a holistic approach is met in this objective, the key outcomes (or
components) for Living Well will include:
 Safeguarding children and adults who are at risk of harm;
 Tackling adverse childhood experiences and developing community Resilience;
 Promoting healthy behaviours and increased levels of physical activity;
 Promote good emotional wellbeing and improved mental health;
 Clear and accessible information and advice; and
 Services that provide people with the ability to live in their own home

3.5

The Scrutiny Committee is encouraged to identify issues that reflect these priorities
that are within your remit and/or are a priority for local people and communities. If a
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matter is a recurring issue for the people you, as Councillors, represent, the
likelihood is that it is something that the Committee should consider. The more
relevant the issue is to local communities then the greater the likelihood of engaging
those communities in the scrutiny process and of producing outcomes that will be
visible to those communities you represent.
3.6

MTCBC has developed an ‘Our Shared Vision’ document (Appendix I). This makes
the connections from the seven national Wellbeing Goals through to the local
objectives and political priorities. This document is contained within one page and
acts as an easy to understand guide. When considered with service area strategies
and operational plans a thread is created that can be extended down to individual
tasks. This helps staff members see how they are contributing to the Act and the
‘Wales We Want’, and will assist Scrutiny members better understand the
connections with the Act.

3.7

The work programme is a dynamic document and is reviewed at every meeting of
the Committee to ensure that its contents are still relevant and will add value to what
the Council and partners are doing. At each meeting the committee will agree the
agenda items for their next meeting and in preparation may in advance wish to ask
itself the following questions.
Q)

Why has the item been placed on a Scrutiny Work Programme?
a. Does this item/topic contribute to the delivery of the Council’s wellbeing
objectives and priorities?
b. Is this item/topic relating to service performance concerns?
c. Is this item/topic of significant public interest?
d. Has the item/topic got budgetary implications?
e. Is this a item/topic where Scrutiny involvement will make a significant
difference and achieve tangible outcomes?
f. Can effective Scrutiny of this issue be delivered from within available
resources?

Q)

What is the specific role of the Committee?
This will depend on the item – for example the role could be:
a. to determine if performance levels are acceptable in relation to a particular
department;
b. to determine if a specific policy is fit for purpose;
c. to satisfy itself that the Authority is working well with its partners in tackling a
major issue;
d. to gather the views of specific stakeholders as part of an on-going scrutiny
investigation / review;
e. to explore possible solutions to an issue.

Q)

What outcome is the Committee seeking from the consideration of this
item?
a. To comment on the proposed budget and make suggestions to cabinet
regarding the proposed budget’s ability to deliver the priorities of the council
b. Identification of any causes for concern and note successes.
c. To receive an overview presentation.
d. To gain an understanding of and to comment on a policy / strategy
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e. To explore ideas around the setting of budgets while considering the
pressures facing each service. This also helps provide an overview of the
policy frame work.
f. For the scrutiny committee to gain an overview and refresh their knowledge of
the wellbeing objectives / other plan / other strategy.
g. Improvement in service delivery
Q)

What information does the Committee need to fulfil this role / achieve
this outcome?
What is the Committee trying to do? You might be trying to do some or all of
the following i.e. establish facts; gather opinions; or explore new ideas /
solutions.

Q)

Who should be invited to the meeting to provide the information?
Depending on the information you need you might want to hear from a range
of witnesses – e.g. Cabinet members, Senior Officers, Service users, and
External partners – e.g. Police, Strategic Partners etc

Q)

Does the Committee need to ask for written representations?
The Committee may wish to pose some questions to the Directorate / Cabinet
Member / External Partner etc prior to the meeting. This may help in instances
when the Committee is looking for something specific to be addressed. This
will assist whoever is attending ensure that they have the information / answer
ready for the meeting.

Q)

Which meeting format / venue would be most appropriate for the item
and for the witnesses that will be invited to attend?
Meetings do not have to be held in a formal committee room environment.
You may wish to hold occasional meetings out in the community e.g.
community centres, sports facilities etc. It depends on the subject. Some
people find the formal setting intimidating. Site visits for example may be more
appropriate to see first-hand what the committee is investigating / obtaining
information on e.g. waste sites, regeneration projects etc.

Q)

Method of Scrutiny?
Once Members have identified the matters they wish to scrutinise,
consideration should be given to scoping the subject in more detail including
the timing and method of scrutiny to be used. Support in this process will be
given by the Scrutiny and Support Manager and Officer. Members may wish
to:
a. Consider an item at a single meeting;
b. Consider an item over a series of meetings;
c. Allocate the work to a small working group of Members (Task & Finish group)
to investigate the issue over a period of 2-3 months (this may involve visits to
see how services are working in practice);
d. Undertake an Inquiry Day (or days);
e. Undertake joint scrutiny with members of another Scrutiny Committee;
f. Invite expert witnesses to give their views;
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g. Seeking the views of service users/carers and/or the general public (public
calls for evidence).

Performance and Scrutiny Department
MTCBC

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Title of Document(s)

Statement of Wellbeing
& Focus on the Future:
Wellbeing in our
Community

Document(s) Date
th

4 April 2018

Document Location

MTCBC Website
Full Council 4th April 2018

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s
Constitution?
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APPENDIX I
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Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

-Date / Timing

Overarching Item

Draft Committee Work
Programme 2018/19

Officer & Cabinet Member

Scrutiny Focus

Update from Task & Finish
Group (Cllr Tanya Skinner /
Mr Jeff Beard)
Mark Thomas / John
Selwood

The committee to discuss the draft work programme as prepared by the
Task and Finish Group

Referral from Full Council Objections & Appeals Sub
Committee Amendment
Report

Simon Jones / Geraint
Morgan

Scrutiny & Challenge: - To consider a referral from Council which resolved
that: The entire report be referred to the relevant Scrutiny Committee for
further consideration and then be referred back to Full Council for
consideration.

Draft Annual Governance
Statement

Gary Evans (Audit
Manager)

Scrutiny & Challenge:- To provide scrutiny with the opportunity to challenge
and contribute to the Draft Annual Governance Statement document
before it gets reported to full Council

Establishment of City Deal
Joint Overview and
Scrutiny

No Officers invited. Report
from Scrutiny Officer

Wellbeing Objective –
Living Well

Lisa Curtis-Jones / Annabel
Lloyd / Mark Anderton

Scrutiny & Challenge: - to consider the establishment of, and governance
arrangements for, a Joint Scrutiny Committee of the ten Councils involved in
the Cardiff Capital Region City Deal. It will be a decision for each authority if
it wishes to participate in the proposed Joint Scrutiny Committee.
Scrutiny & Challenge: - LW Living Well - People are empowered to live
independently within their communities, where they are safe and enjoy
good physical and mental health. To ensure a holistic approach is met in this
objective, the key outcomes (or components) for Living Well will include:
• Safeguarding children and adults who are at risk of harm;
• Tackling adverse childhood experiences and developing community
Resilience;
• Promoting healthy behaviours and increased levels of physical activity;
• Promote good emotional wellbeing and improved mental health;
• Clear and accessible information and advice; and
• Services that provide people with the ability to live in their own home

Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Trust

Scrutiny & Challenge: - A progress update following the meeting on 26th
March 2018.

29th May 2018
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th

10 July 2018

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Trust Update

4th September
2018
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Officers from Merthyr
Tydfil Leisure Trust,
Mark Thomas and John
Sellwood
Ellis Cooper / Andrew
Mogford

Scrutiny & Challenge: - Following the written report presented by officers
from Merthyr Tydfil Leisure Trust at the meeting of 26th March 2018;
Committee Members will receive a verbal update on progress made to date.

Draft Cabinet Work
programme report
following WAO report

Task and Finish Group
update (Cllr Skinner)

DRAFT Annual
Performance Report

Andrew Mogford

Local Authority Support to
the Third Sector Services

Alyn Owen / Chris Long /
Ryan Barry

Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Trust progress update

Mark Thomas / John
Sellwood

Scrutiny & Challenge: - Discussed as part of the work programme item 17th
October 2017. A Task and Finish Group was established to report to Cabinet
on developing a Cabinet Work Programme. The Committee to consider the
first draft report of the Task and Finish group.
Scrutiny & Challenge: - The Annual Performance Report is a statutory is a
statutory document which the Council is required to publish to
communicate our self-evaluation of delivery against our wellbeing
objectives. The Committee is requested to review the draft report and offer
feedback on its’ content.
Monitoring & Scrutiny: Local Authority Support to the Third Sector This
item was as a result of a WAO report. Subsequent to the item being
discussed at the scrutiny meeting an email was sent to the Chief Executive
and the Cabinet Portfolio Member. A copy of the email is attached
“Governance Scrutiny – WAO report “Local Authority…” As a result of
scrutiny’s involvement a report was submitted to the Governance Services
Scrutiny Committee meeting on 13th February. Here is a link to the agenda
for 13th Feb (see item 3). This will remain on the scrutiny committees work
programme. Minutes of meeting
Scrutiny & Challenge: - A progress update following verbal update at the last
meeting.

Change Programme

9th October
2018

Scrutiny & Challenge: - Scrutiny Members to review the ‘pre-decision’ status
of areas identified for financial savings

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

Wellbeing Objective Environmental Wellbeing
(including Fly Tipping)

Cheryllee Evans (other
officers to be confirmed)

Scrutiny & Challenge: - EW Environmental Wellbeing - Communities protect,
enhance and promote our environment and countryside. The key outcomes
(or components) for communities to protect, enhance and promote our
environment and countryside include:
•
•

20th November
2018
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8th January
2019

General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)

Minimise environmental damage through prevention of pollution;
Maximise efficient use of materials and resources by means of the
waste hierarchy;
• Developing good quality, biodiverse and connected green
infrastructure and open spaces; and
• Promoting and supporting the use of renewable and low carbon
energy.
Cllr Andrew Barry / Lisa Scrutiny & Challenge: - This May (2018) the Data Protection Act will be
Richards
replaced by the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR).The GDPR will
ensure that our processing of personal information activities are fit for
purpose within the digital age. The Authority will need to demonstrate
compliance by completing “Data Protection Impact Assessments”. This
committee will seek assurance that the Authority is compliant with the Act.

Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Trust progress update

Mark Thomas / John
Sellwood

Change Programme

Ellis Cooper / Andrew
Mogford

Human Resources

Cllr Andrew Barry / Fran
Donnelly

Scrutiny & Challenge: - Following the meeting on 9h October 2018,
Members of the Trust were asked to come back to the Committee with a
copy of the short-term recovery plan to outline its’ content and offer
Committee Members some background as to its content.
Scrutiny & Challenge: - Scrutiny Members to review the ‘post-decision’
status of areas originally identified for financial savings and identified
whether savings have been achieved, the impact of this service
rationalisation etc.
Scrutiny & Challenge:- WAO Report - Improvement Assessment 2015-16:
Review of the Council’s Human Resources Function . 1) Contrast and
compare the WAO proposals for improvement in the report. 2) Comment on
the single points of dependency across the Authority – how much of a risk is
this in terms of capacity and capability of the Authority (workforce
planning). 3) An update on corporate sickness absence statistics over the last
3 years. 4) a quarterly report on agency staff employed by the local
authority including financial details / costs.

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)
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26th February
2019

Anti-Poverty Action Plan

Sue Walker / Lisa CurtisJones / Chris Hole

Scrutiny & Challenge: - Reducing the number of people who live in poverty
is a priority for Welsh Government, local authorities and other public and
third sector partners in Wales. Local authorities have their own
arrangements and plans in place to tackle poverty and they work with
partners to deliver key Welsh Government programmes. The committee
wants a report to include what arrangements are in place in the County
Borough; and wish to see the associated strategy and action plan.

Wellbeing Objective – Best
Start to Life

Sue Walker / Annabel Lloyd

Scrutiny & Challenge: - BS Best Start to Life - Children and young people get
the best start to life and are equipped with the skills they need to be
successful learners and confident individuals. The key outcomes (or
components) for Best Start to Life are:
• Children live in a nurturing and stimulating home environment
• Children have access to high quality pre-school and school education
• Improve the educational outcomes for all children and young people
• Children and young people have good health and wellbeing

Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Trust progress update

Mark Thomas / Andrew
Mogford

Scrutiny & Challenge: - A progress update following the meeting on 26th
March 2018.

Recommendations made
by external regulators
(WAO, CSSIW, ESTYN, WG
Commissioners etc.).

Internal Audit Department

Scrutiny, Challenge and Monitor:- To receive a report on regulatory body
recommendations and directions to see if this Authority is addressing them
satisfactorily.

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

Wellbeing Objective –
Working Life

Alyn Owen / Chris Long /
Steve Peters

Scrutiny & Challenge: - WL Working Life - People feel supported to develop
the skills required to meet the needs of businesses, with a developing, safe
infrastructure that establishes Merthyr Tydfil as an attractive destination.
The key outcomes (or components) to support the response to this objective
include:
• Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: developing the workforce of the
future;
• Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish;
• Communities protect, enhance and promote our heritage and cultural
assets;
• Developing safer communities; and
• Supporting and accommodating those most disadvantaged in the housing
market

9th April 2019
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Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Trust progress update

Mark Thomas / Andrew
Mogford

Wellbeing
Objectives
reporting to scrutiny

Scrutiny & Challenge: - A progress update following the meeting on 26th
March 2018.

Date to be
confirmed

Emergency Planning Rob
Gough / Cllr Andrew Barry

Wellbeing Objectives reporting to scrutiny – At the Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny committee meeting
on 30th October 2018 it was felt that as the first round of reporting to each of the scrutiny committees was
nearing an end, that the committee would comment on experiences to date. As such an email was sent to
the Chief Executive and Cabinet Portfolio Member (and others) asking that the Performance Team review
progress to date and identify any lessons learned. A copy of the email is attached “Wellbeing Objectives
reporting to Scrutiny”. Subsequently a report was submitted to the Governance Scrutiny committee
Report to Governance scrutiny on 9th January 2018 Scrutiny awaits a further report on this issue and this
has been added to the work programme (date to be agreed).
Scrutiny, Challenge and Monitor: - The committee wants to know what plans are in place to minimise the
impact of any disaster on the community and environment and manage the return to normality.

Date to be
confirmed

Household Waste and
Recycling Centres

Scrutiny, Challenge and Monitor: Report to Cabinet 27th September 2017. Contract expires Sept 2018.
Follow up on progress around March 2019 on what progress there has been since

Date to be
confirmed

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

Date to be
confirmed
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http://www.audit.wales/system/files/publications/Good-Governance-2017-Eng_0.pdf

Date to be
confirmed

Wales Audit Office - Good
governance when
determining significant
service changes – National
Summary
As part of scrutiny review
Community Engagement /
Constitution

Date to be
confirmed

Fly-tipping Task & Finish
Group Feedback

Dates as per
work
programme

Merthyr Tydfil Leisure
Trust

Scrutiny & Challenge: To review the findings of the Task & Finish Group established to review the issue of
fly-tipping (see Wellbeing Objective - Environmental Wellbeing (including Fly Tipping) October 2018. Has a
T&FG been established?
At the Joint Audit and Scrutiny meeting on 26th March 2018, the Trust advised that a lot of work has gone
on. The committee to agree what they require when discussing the work programme at every meeting.

The report comes up with a number of “learning points” throughout the report, a number of which relate
to scrutiny. These need to be summarised and used to change the way scrutiny works.

At the meeting of 26th March 2018 a Task and Finish Group was agreed to take forward Community
Engagement and how this can be incorporated into the Constitution. ToR yet to be agreed.

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

